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Unitarizable Highest Weight Modules 
of the Conformal Group 
FLOYD L. WILLIAMS 
Department ofMathematics, University of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, Massachusetts 01003 
We give the classification and structure of all untarizable highest weight 
representations of the group SU(2, 2), using recent results of M. Kashiwara, R. 
Parthasarathy, and M. Vergne. We verify a conjecture of Kashiwara and Vergne 
that all such representations occur as subrepresentations f the Segal-Shale-Weil 
representation a d its k-fold tensor products. In fact k may be taken to be ~<3. As 
an application we obtain the complete analytic continuation of the holomorphic 
discrete series of representations of SU(2, 2) - -a  result first obtained by K. Gross 
and W. Holman III by entirely different methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected non-compact linear semisimple Lie group. We 
assume that the complexification G c of G is simply connected. Let K be a 
maximal compact subgroup of G and let k, g denote the complexification of
the Lie algebras k0, go of K, G. We assume that G/K admits a G-invariant 
complex structure. For by results of Harish-Chandra, [2,4], only in this 
case--when G/K is Hermitian symmetric--can there exist non-trivial highest 
weight representations of g which are unitarizable. Choose a Cartan 
subgroup T of G such that T c K and let h denote the complexification h0 c of 
the Lie algebra h o of T. Let A be the set of non-zero roots for the pair (g, h) 
and let P be a system of positive roots.compatible with the complex structure 
on G/K. Let 
P0 = {x E go [ (x, y) = 0 for all y in k0}, (1.1) 
where ( , )  denotes the Kiling form on g. Then 
go = k0 + Po (1.2) 
is a Cartan decomposition of go. Letp  = pC and let A,, A k denote the set of 
non-compact, compact roots, respectively. That is, a E A is in A,(Ak) if and 
only if the corresponding (one-dimensional) root space g~ ~ p(g~ ~ k). Let 
fi=Pk LJ-Pn, where Pk=P~Ak,  Pn =PC) An" (1.3) 
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Since G/K is Hermitian symmetric one knows that /S is also a system of 
positive roots. 
Now let p in h* be a given linear functional on h and let Ig, if, ~t denote 
the unique (up to equivalence) irreducible g module with highest weight 
relative to ft. We suppose that, in addition, p satisfies 
2(#, a)/(a, a) E 7/ for every a in P, 
(1.4) 
2(p, a)/(a, a) E 7/+ for every ain P~, 
where 7/, 7 + are the integers and the non-negative integers, respectively. 
Then Ig, fi, # is the space of K finite vectors of a C ~ irreducible represen- 
tation n u of G. 1 Recently, R. Parthasarathy obtained an explicit necessary 
and sufficient condition on # for the unitarizability of Ig,/~/1, assuming that 
# is regular in the sense 
(p - 6,, + 6lk, a) 4= 0 for all a in A, (1.5) 
where 
26n= ~. a, 26k= ~. a (see [16]). (1.6) 
~EP n t~P  k 
We shall state Parthasarathy's results in Section 2. 
On the other hand ifp is singular so that (1.5) fails for at least one root a, 
then it is very well possible that Ig, if, p is yet unitarizable. In fact lg, fi, ~t 
can be a limit of the holomorphic discrete series or ~ can be even more 
singular as is indicated, for example, by the results of Gross, and 
Holman [8], Gross and Kunze [9], Kashiwara, and Vergne [13], Rossi and 
Vergne [17], and Wallach [20, 21]. 
The question of the unitarizability of representations with a highest weight 
originated with Harish-Chandra [2]. It is answered by Gindikin [6], Rossi 
and Vergne [17], and Wallach [20] when the finite-dimensional irreducible 
representation f K defined by the Pk dominant integral p in (1.4) is one- 
dimensional. Gross and Kunze [9] give the first examples of unitarizable 
highest weight representations which are not discrete series representations. 
In this paper we determine the Structure of the highest weights of all 
unitarizable highest weight representations of the group G = SU(2, 2)..The 
main result is Theorem 4.29 of Section 4. Our classification shows, as 
conjectured by Kashiwara and Vergne [13], that every such representation 
occurs discretely (and with finite multiplicity) in the decomposition of the 
Segal-Shale-Weil representation L of SU(2, 2) and its k-fold tensor 
products. Indeed k can be chosen less than or equal to 3. In particular for 
See Proposition 2.3 in Section 2. 
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the choice of positive root system A ÷ in (3.5) every holomorphic discrete 
series representation ccurs in L ® L ® L, but never in L or L @ L. 
From Theorem 4.29 one sees the full extent to which the holomorphic 
discrete series may be analytically continued. Such results were obtained 
first, and explicitly, by Gross and Holman in [8] (for the group U(2, 2)) by 
considering the analytic continuation of generalized gamma functions FQ.), 
whose argument 2 is a finite-dimensional irreducible holomorphic represen- 
tation of GL(2, C) × GL(2, C); also cf. [7]. 2 Also Theorem 4.29 shows that 
N. Conze's unitarizability condition (see Section 5), although sufficient, is 
not necessary. However "generically," as suggested by Wallach [21], the 
Conze condition is necessary. 
Since this paper was written the Kashiwara-Vergne conjecture has been 
proved in all generality by Enright and Parthasarathy [23 ], and by Jakobsen 
[23, 24]. 
2. RESULTS OF R. PARTHASARATHY 
The complexification p of P0 in (1.1) is the complex tangent space at the 
origin in G/K. The G invariant complex structure tensor induces a splitting 
p=p+ +p-  (direct sum) (2.1) 
of p, where p+, p -  are respectively the space of holomorphic, anti- 
holomorphic tangent vectors at 1K. The choice of positive root system P in 
Section 1 can be made so that 
p±= ~ g±,,. (2.2) 
ot E p t"~ A n 
It is well-known that, because G/K is Hermitian symmetric, p± are abelian 
Lie algebras and are invariant under the adjoint action of K or k. 
By (1.4), ~ is dominant integral with respect o (k, h, Pk). Let V, be the 
finite-dimensional irreducible K module with P~ highest weight lt.Then one 
knows that 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Ig, if, I~ may also be described as the unique 
irreducible quotient of the generalized Verma module U( g) @tJtk+ p-) Vu. 
Here U( ) is the universal enveloping algebra functor. 
Before stating Parthasarathy's theorem we recall the structure of parabolic 
2 Gross and Holman collaborated initially with R. Kunze. 
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subalgebras of a complex semisimple Lie algebra g. We are given a Cartan 
subalgebra h of g and a system of positive roots P c A. Let 
b-- h + 2 (2.4) 
o~EP 
be the corresponding Borel subalgebra, and let 7~--7~(P)cP be the 
corresponding system of simple roots. I f  a ~ A, a = Y~ n~(7)?, where 
n~(7) @ 2 ± for a @ A ±. Given E c n we define 
A(E) = {a C A [ n~(7) = 0 for every 7 in n - E}, 
P+(E)=P- -A(E) ,  P- (E )  = {--a I a ~P+(E)} ,  
(2.5) 
n~= Z g,~, hE=h+ Z g,~, 
oLEP±(E) a~A(E) 
+ =b+ ~. g~. bE = hE G nE 
Ot~--pCIA(E) 
The subalgebras be of g as E varies over the 2 °imch subsets of rc exhaust all 
subalgebras of g containing b. That is, any parabolic subalgebra of g is a 
conjugate of some b E. As usual we refer to h E, n + as the reductive an 
unipotent parts of b e. n + is also called the unipotent radical of b E. Note that 
n~=n ± = ~ g±~, h E=h,b  E=b (2.6) 
o~EP 
for E = empty set and 
n~=O, h E=b e= g for E=~r .  (2.7) 
DEFINITION 2.8. lgff, p (or zc~) is said to be unitarizable if there is a 
positive definite inner product ( , )  on Ig. if, p such that 
(x .  u, v) + (u, x .  v) = 0 for all x in go, u, v in Ig, P, g. 
THEOREM 2.9 (Parthasarthy, [16]). Let/d E h* satisfy (1.4). Let ~z, be 
the irreducible representation of G (G as in Section 1) such that as a 
representation of U(g) on the space of K finite vectors Ig, P, p, 7~, has 
highest weight It relative to ff (see (1.3)). Suppose that in addition p satisfies 
(1.5). Then if 7t, is untarizable, there exists q parabolic subalgebra q of g 
containing b in (2.4) such that p =2 + 26q,,, where (i) ~ E h* satisfies 
2(2, a)/(a, a) ~ Y_ + for every a in P and (2, a) -- 0 for every root a in the 
reduetive part of q, and (ii) 26q,, is the sum of the non-compact roots in the 
unipotent radical of q. Conversely suppose q ~ b is any parabolic subalgebra 
of g and ~ C h* is a linear form on h ~ 2Q., a)/(a, a) E Z+ for every a in P 
and (2, a )= 0 for every root a in the reduetive part of q. Let 2fiq,, be the 
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sum of the non-compact roots in the unipotent radical of q. Then for 
g =2 + 26q. n, (re,, Ig, ff, t~) is a unitarizable highest weight module of(G, g) 
and the highest weight ¢t (relative to fi) satisfies (1.5). 
Parthasarathy's theorem provides a large supply of unitarizable highest 
weight modules of the semisimple group G. In order to classify all such 
modules one must also study non-regular highest weights. This study a priori 
seems to be non-trivial. Some of the techniques presented in Section 4 for 
dealing with the special case G=SU(2,2) can be applied to other 
semisimple groups. 
3. UNITARY HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATIONS OF SU(2, 2) 
We apply Theorem 2.9 to obtain the explicit structure of all non-singular 
~'s for which ~r, is a unitarizable highest weight module of G = SU(2, 2). 
The result is given in Theorem 3.26, Table A. The case of singular g's is 
treated in Section 4. 
Let M(4, C) denote the space of 4 X 4 complex matrices and let 12 denote 
the 2×2 identity matrix. Let I22=the diagonal matrix dia(-I2,I2) in 
M(4, C). Then 
G = SU(2, 2)= {a C SL(4, C) la*Iiia =I=},  (3.1) 
where a* is the adjacent of a. A maximal compact subgroup of G is 
l [ ;  O] AeV~Z)'detAB=ll " (3.2) 
K = S(U(2) × U(2)) = B Bey{z) 
One has 
k= 
g = sl(4, C) (matrices of trace zero), 
l [  a 01  l l [  0 b l l  0 d trace = 0 , P = c 0 ; 
(3.3) 
here a, d, b, c E M(2, C). h = diagonal 
A = {aij = Pi - Pj, i ~ j}, where pi(H) = H i for 
matrices in g. 
H= H1 H2 H3 Eh.  
H4 
If E °" is the matrix with 1 in the ith row andjth column and zeros elsewhere, 
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then the root space g'~u corresponding to atj. E A is g-u--- CEiJ" The compact 
and non-compact roots are 
A k = {+a12,  +a34}, A n = {+al3  , +Ctl4 , +a23 , ±ct24 }. (3.4) 
The following choice of a system of positive roots A + is more or less 
standard: 
A+={aigEAli<j}={a12,a13,a14,a23,a24,a34}. (3.5) 
Note that by (3.3), (3.4) 
k=h+ Z g,~, P= Z g,~, (3.6) 
c~A k a~A n 
which is true in general. The Killing form on g is given by 
(x, y) = 8 trace xy, x, y E g. (3.7) 
Moreover 
(a, a) = ] for every a in .4. (3.8) 
The system of simple roots zc = rc(A +) corresponding to A + in (3.5) is 
= {a12 , a23 , a34 }. (3.9) 
( , )  is non-degenerate also on h so given 2 E h* let H a C h be defined by 
2(H)  = (U, Ha) 
Define a basis {/4fl~=l of h by 
[lo] i ° /71 = 0 , /72 = 
for every H in h. (3.10) 
1 0 1 ' /~3= 
0 
0 11 --1 
(3.11) 
If 2 C h* is arbitrary, 2 is uniquely determined then by 3 scalars 
3 {2j/ j= 1 ~ C :  
2(H) = H12a + H222 + H323, (3.12) 
where 2j = 2(/-Ij), H = dia(H1, HE, H3, H4) ~ h. We shall write 
2 = (21 ,22 ,23) -  
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PROPOSITION 3.13. Given 2 ~ h*, put d(2)= (21 +22 +23)/32. Then 
H a = dia(2,/8 - d(2), 22/8 - d(2), 23/8 - d(2), -d(2)). 
The proof is a straightforward computation using (3.7), (3.10), (3.12). Using 
(3.8) we get 
COROLLARY 3.14. 2(2, 512)/(512 , 512 ) ~--- 21 -- 22, 2(~,, 513)/(513 , 513 ) = 
21 - -  23, 2(2, 514)/(a14 , 514 ) = 2, ,  2(2, 523)/(523 , 523 ) = 22 -- 23, 
2(2, 524)/(524,524 ) = 22, 2(2, 534)/(534,534 ) = 2 3 , fOr  2 = (21, ]],2,23) ~ h* .  
COROLLARY 3.15. For 2=(21,22 ,23)Ch* ,  2(2,5) / (a ,a)EZ + 
Y a E d + if and only if,~q, 22 , 23 C Z + such that 21 >/22 ~/ 23 . 
We shall consider highest weights relative to the positive system A + of 
(3.5). To apply Theorem 2.19 we must therefore write A + = P =Pk ~) -Pn 
for a positive system P. It is easy to find such a P: namely, 
P= {a12~ 534~ - -a13,  --514 ~--523 ~ --524 }. (3.16) 
Indeed for P in (3.16) 
Pk =P~Ak = {a12, a34} =A+, 
Pn = P A A n = {-513, --514, --523, --524 } = --A + 
(3.17) 
by (3.4) so that by (3.5), PkU-P.=A +. For a@A let a ,~:h*~h*  be the 
Weyl reflection by a: 
a~(2)=2 2Q,,a) (a,a) a, 2Eh* .  (3.18) 
Then one can see that 
P=a,~34o,~I2(-A+ ) (3.19) 
so that indeed P is a system of positive roots. Moreover (see (3.9)) 
O'a34tYal2(--7"C(A +))  ---- {a12, aa4,  --a34 } (3 .20)  
so that 
~(P)  = {a12 , 534 , - -a14 } cP  (3.21) 
is the corresponding system of simple roots. Elements of P can be expressed 
as non-negative integral inear combinations of elements of ~r(P) as follows: 
--523 -~- 512 + 534 - -  a14 , 
(3.22) 
--513 ~ 534 - -  a14 ~ --524 ~ 512 - -  514. 
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By Corollary 3.14 we have 
PROPOSITION 3.23. Let 2 = (Z 1, 22, 23) ~ h* (see (3.12)). Then 2(2, a)/ 
(a,a) EZ  + for every aCP  if and only if -21 , -22 , 23CZ + such that 
21 >/22. 
To determine unitarizable highest weight modules relative to A + for 
G= SU(2, 2) we must consider all parabolic subalgebras of g= sl(4, C) 
which contain the Borel subalgebra b = h + Y~,~p g,,. As observed earlier 
these correspond to subsets E cTr(P)= {a12,a34,-a~4 }. There are eight 
cases therefore to consider. Suppose, for example, we start with E----- {alZ }. 
By (2.5) and (3.16), A(E)= {:Lalz}, and P+(E)=P- -A(E)=-  {a34, --a13, 
+ of b e . The set of --a23, --az4 } is the set of roots in the unipotent radical n e 
non-compact roots in P+ (E) is A, ~ P+ (E) = {-a13, -a14, -a23, -a24 } so 
that 26e, . = -a13  - a14 - a23 - a24 = sum of non-compact roots in the 
unipotent radical of b e. Now let 2 ~ h* be a dominant integral form relative 
to P. That is, 2=(2~,Z2,23) satisfies -21, --22, 23EZ +, 21>/22 (see 
Proposition 3.23). Suppose moreover that (2, a )= 0 for every root a in the 
reductive part of be; i.e., (2, A(E))=0;  i.e., (2, a12)=0; i.e., 21---22 by 
Corollary 3.14. Then by Theorem 2.9, fo r / /=  2 + 2bE, ., n, is a unitarizable 
representation of SU(2, 2) with highest weight // relative to A +. For H= 
dia(HI,H2, H3,H4) Ch, we have / / (H)=HI21 + H221 + H323 -- 
(n  I - -  n3)  --  (n  I - -  94)  - (n  2 - -  n3)  - (n  2 - - / /4 )  (since 21 = Z2) -~ 
H1(21 --4) + H2(2 a -4 )  + H3~, 3 (since trace H = 0). That is, by (3.12),//= 
(21 - 4, 21 - 4, 23), where -21 , 23 C ~ +. This gives 
PROPOSITION 3.24. Let / / :  (~/1,//1,//3) E •3, where //1 ~-4 ,  //3 ~ 0. 
Then ~zu is a unitarizable representation of SU(2, 2) with highest weight// 
relative to A+; E = {a12 }c ~(P). 
As another example consider E= {a~z,-a14} c~z(P). By (2.5), (3.16), 
and (3.22), A(E)= {+a12, -4-a14 , 4-a24}, P+(E)=P-A(E)= {a34 , --a13, 
-a23 } and A, ~ P+ (E)= {-a13,-a23} so that 25e, . ~- -a13 -a23 = sum of 
non-compact roots in the unipotent radical. Next let 2 = (Z 1 , 22, 22) satisfy 
Proposition 3.23 and assume (2, A (E) )~0.  That is, again,- -21,- -22,  
23 E Z +, 21 ~/22, and (2, a) = 0 for every root a in the reductive part of b E. 
By Corollary 3.14, (b) holds if and only if 21=22=0.  Again by 
Theorem 2.9 for / /=2+25e, , ,  n~ is a unitarizable representation of 
SU(2, 2) with highest weight// relative to A +. Using (a) and the fact that 
Z1 = 22 = 0 one sees immediately by a calculation similar to that of the 
preceding example that / /=  (-1, -1,  23 + 2) 23 @ Z +. This gives 
PROPOSITION 3.25. Let // = (--1, --1,//3) C Z 3, where~~3>/2. Then ~ is 
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a unitarizable representation of SU(2, 2) with highest weight I~ relative to 
A+; E-- {a,2, a14} C 7r(P). 
The technique ofconstructing tt such that n~ is unitarizable can be carried 
out directly as illustrated by the two preceding examples for the other six 
possible subsets E of n(P)= {a,2,a34,-a,4 }. Note, for example, that if 
E= n(P), then A(E)=A and P+(E)= ~ so that  2~E, n = 0. Moreover the 
condition (2,A(E)) = 0 implies 2 = 0. Thus for E = ~r(P), p = 2 + 2fie, n = 0 
gives rise to the trivial one-dimensional representation of SU(2,2). 
Considering the remaining five subsets of 7r(P) and applying Theorem 2.9 
one therefore derives 
TABLE A 
THEOREM 3.26. For the following subsets E c 7r(P) = {a,2, a34 , --a14 } 
and parameters (p,,/ l  2,/13) C y3 we obtain the structure of all non-singular 
highest weight ~ = (~,, Pc, it3) C h * relative to A + for which n, (or Ig, A +~ lz) 
is a unitarizable SU(2,2)  module; see Theorem 2.9, (3.3), (3.5), (3.12), 
(3.16), and (3.21). 
(i) E = {a,2}, /.L ~-~- (/./i,/u 2,/./3) , /.tl ~ --4, f13 ~ 0, 
(ii) E = {a,2 , --a14}, ~/= (--1,--1,f13 ), f13 >~ 2, 
(iii) E -- n(P), /z -- (0, 0, 0), ~z u = trivial representation, 
(iv) E - -  {-az4}, /~ -- ( -2 ,  ttz, 123), it2 ~<-3, it3 >~ 1, 
(v) E = {-a,4,  a34}, U = (--1,f12, 0), fl'12 < --3, 
(vi) E = {a34 }, tt = ~u,,U2, 0), tt 2 ~<p, ~< --4, 
(vii) E = {a,2, a34 }, tt = (/.t,,/~,, 0), p, ~< --4, 
(viii) E=¢ i ,  ~ = (Pl,U2,fl3), P2<~lt1<~--4, P3>/O. 
4. UNITARIZABILITY FOR SINGULAR PARAMETERS 
To complete the classification of unitarizable modules we must now study 
the case when (p - fin + ilk, a) -- 0 for some root a CA; cf. (1.5). For this we 
shall make use of some results of Kashiwara and Vergne in [13]. These 
authors construct, in explicit manner, unitarizable highest weight modules of 
Sp(n, R) and U(p, q) by decomposing discretely the k-fold tensor product of 
Segal Shale-Weil representation; also cf. [5, 9, 19, 20]. In particular we shall 
consider part (b) of Theorem 6.3 in [13], adapted to the semisimple case, 
where U(n, n) is reductive, and Theorem 7.2. 
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By (1.6), (3.5), and (3.17) 
-a .  + ak = 6 d___ef ½ 
Then 
(u - a. + at, a) = a(H.+~) 
Again using that elements in h have trace 
(cf. (3.12)) 
Z 
oLEA + 
a. (4.1) 
(see (3.10)). (4.2) 
zero, one easily sees that 
6 = (3, 2, 1). (4.3) 
Hence/~ + 3 = (/-/1 -4- 3, /12 + 2, /~a + 1) SO that by Proposition 3.13 we derive 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For ~ = (a~,/~2,/la) E h* one has 
(t.t -- 5 .  + 3 k, a,2 ) = (It, - /12  + 1)/8, 
(a -  6, ,+ ak, a13)= (& -/1 a -4-2)/8, 
(4/./ - -  6 n -4- a k , a14 ) = ~/1-4- 3)/8 
f~ - 6. + 6k, a~)  = ~ -u~ + 1)/8, 
(/.t -- a n + 6k, a24 ) = O.t2 + 2)/8, 
(J,/ - -  art -4- 6 k , a34 ) = Q'/3 -4- 1)/8. 
only if at least one of the As a corollary we see that ~t ~ h* is singular if and 
following six cases holds: 
#1--#2,4,1=0, #1-#3+2=0,  
aE -a3  + 1 =0,  a2 + 2= O, 
~tl+ 3 =0,  
(4.5) 
/a3+ i =0.  
On the other hand we are assuming that ~ satisfies (1.4). That is, by (3.16), 
(3.17), and Corollary 3.14 
/21,/d2,~t3 ~ 7/, /~1-~2,~t3 E Z + (4.6) 
In particular the first case and the last case in (4.5) cannot be realized. Thus 
singularity of ~ is reduced to one of the following four cases: 
(i) /~1--~t3+2=0, (ii) /~1+3=0,  
(4.7) 
(iii) ~2- -~3+1=0,  (iv) #2+2=0.  
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Let h I be the space of all diagonal matrices in M(4, C). The matrices 
H, = dia(0 ..... 1 ..... 0), 1 ~< i ~< 4, (4.8) 
with 1 in the /th row form a basis of hi. By (3.11) we have 
Hi=Hi--H4, 1 ~i~<3.  (4.9) 
Given 2 E hi* we write (as in (3.12)) 
2 = (21,22,23,24) , where 2j = ~.(Ht). (4.10) 
According to Theorem 7.2 of [13] a large supply of irreducible unitarizable 
highest weight representations of U(2, 2) (or more generally of U(p, q)) is 
obtained by decomposing L k ---- @* L, k = 1, 2, 3,..., where L is the harmonic 
representation of U(p, q); i.e., L is the Shale-Segal-Weil representation. 
These representations occur discretely and always with finite multiplicity. 
Their highest weights are of the form r(L) ® 6 k, where 
5, = (0, 0, k, k) (4.11) 
(for U(2, 2)) and, by part b) of Theorem 6.3, r(2) E h* is given (with redun- 
dancies) as follows (for k ~< 4): 
(i) For k = 4, r(2) = ( -m, ,  -m 2, n 1, n2), 
(0, -m I , n,, n2), (0, 0, n,, n2), (--ml, -m2,  nl, 0), 
(0, --m,, F/l, 0), (0, 0, nl, 0), (--ml, --mz, 0, 0), 
(0, --ml, 0, 0), or (0, 0, 0, 0); 
m2>/ml > O, n~ >~n2 > 0. 
(ii) For k = 3, r(2) = (0, -ml ,  nl, n2), 
(0, 0, n~, n2), (--ml, --m2, n 1 , 0), 
(0, -m, ,  hi, 0), (0, 0, nl, 0), (--m~, -m 2, 0, 0), 
(0, --ml, 0, 0), or (0, 0, 0, 0); 
m2 ) m 1>0, nl ~ n 2 >0. 
(iii) For k = 2, r(2) = (0, 0, nl, n2), 
(0, -m l, n,, 0), (0, 0, n,, 0), ( -ml ,  -m2,0 ,  0), 
(0, -ml ,  0, 0), or (0, 0, 0, 0); 
m2 >~m~ > 0, n~ ~> n2 > 0. 
(iv) For k = 1, r(~,) = (0, 0, n~, 0), (0, -m~, 0, 0), 
or (0, 0, 0, 0); n~, m~ > 0. (4.12) 
Moreover in all cases the n's and m's are integers. 
For r(2) = (--m,, --m 2, nl, 112) 
r(2) ® 6, = (--ml, --m 2, n~ + k, n2 + k). (4.13) 
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One obtains the highest weights of the unitarizable submodules of L k as an 
SU(2, 2) module by restricting the r (2 )®~k to h. That is, by (4.9), (4.13) 
r (2 )@C~k=(-ml - (n2+k) , -mz- (nE+k) ,n l  +k- (n2+k) )  , (4.14) 
where r(2) varies over the list in (4.12). Consequently we get 
THEOREM 4.15 (Kashiwara, Vergne; cf. Theorem7.2 of 
tensor product L k = ®k L, where L is the harmonic 
SU(2, 2) (see (4.33)) decomposes as the direct sum 
L k = Y~ ® m().) lg, A +, r(2) ® 6k 
2 c G c U(k), 
[13]). The 
representation of 
where the irreducible g module Ig, A +, r (2 )@~ k with highest weight 
r(2) @ 6k relative to A + is unitarizable and occurs with finite multiplicity 
m(2) = the dimension of the irreducible unitary representation ~ of U(k). The 
sets S k and weights r(2) @ fik are given as follows (for k <<, 4): 
(i) For k = 4, r(2) ® c~ 4= ( -n  1 , --n 2, m) with 
n2/> nl ) 4, m ) 0; S 4 = {2 = (n 1 , n2, -ml ,  -m2)l 
nl>/n2>/O, m2~ml)0  }. 
(ii) For k = 3, r(2) ® c53 = (--nl, -n2,  m) with 
n 2/> n 1 >/3, m/> 0, Z 3 = {2 = (n a , n z, -m)l 
nl ~>n2 >/0, m>~0} u {2= (n , -ml , -m2)  I n >/0, m 2/> m 1 > 0}. 
(iii) For k = 2, r(Z) ® ~2 = ( -n ,  -n ,  m) with n/> 2, m > 0, 
( -n l ,  -hE, 0) with n2 >~ nl >~ 2, 
or ( -2 ,  -n ,  m) with n > 2, m > 0; 2; 2 = 
{~, = (nl, n2) I nl t> n2 ~ 0} w {2 = ( -ml ,  -m2) l m2/> 
m~ >/0} u {2 = (n, -re)l, n, m > 0}. 
(iv) For k ~- 1, ~'(~) (~ ~1 = (--1, --n, 0) or (--1, --1, m) 
with n >/1, m > 0; 271 = {2 = (n), n C 7/}. (4.15) 
In every case the n's and m's are integers. Note that every highest weight 
~t v~ 0 of Table A occurs on list (4.15). 
Now suppose nu is a unitarizable highest weight module of G = SU(2, 2) 
with highest weight ~t relative to A ÷ in (3.5). Complex conjugation x ~ 2 o fg  
relative to go is given by 
Y=--I221x*I22 (see (3.1)). (4.16) 
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In particular, 
E 12 = mE 21, E 34 = - -E  43, 
(4.17) 
E 13 =E 31, E TM =E 41, E 23 =E 32, E 24 =E 42. 
From Definition 2.8 
<x. ~,,~>=-<x. ~,,~> (4.18) 
for x in g and v,, v2 in the representation space of n.. Let v be a highest 
weight vector such that 
<v, v) = 1. (4.19) 
Let 
HiJ = H~ -- W,  i < j (see (4.8)). (4.20) 
Then 
[E iJ, E ji ] = H u. (4.21) 
LEMMA 4.22. (E4'v, g41v> = --~u(nl4), <E41/), E31E43u> = /./(H34), 
(E4'v, E4ZE21v) = -#(H12), (E41v, E32EZ1E43v) = O, (E31E43v, E31Ea3u) = 
(--1 -- t I(HI3))/t(H34), (E31E43v, E42E21v) = 0, (E31E43v, E32E2'E43v} = 
-u(H'~)u(H3'), (E'2E2'v, E3'E43v> = 0, (E42E21v, E~E21v) = (--1 - 
p(H24)) g(H12), (E42E2'v, E32E21E43v) = g(H 34) p(H12), and (E32E21E43v, 
E~E2'E"3v) = --U(tr~)(2 + ~(I4:3)) u(H~'). 
For example, 
<E4'v, E41V) __-- -@, EI4E41u) 
= --(v, ([E TM, E 4' ] + E4'E'4)v) = --@, Hl4v > = --g(H TM) 
by (4.18), (4.17), (4.19), (4.21) and of course, the fact that El4v = 0. For the 
last statement of Lemma4.22 we have (E3ZEZ~Ea3v, E32E21E43v)= 
- (E21E43 v, E23E32E21E43u ) = 
(i) --(E21E43v, (H 23 q- E3ZE z3) EZIE43v) 
(again using (4.18), (4.17), and (4.21)). Now by induction 
H.  (EiJ)p(Ers)qv = (pau(H) + qCtrs(H ) + /z(H))(EU)P(Er')qv (4.23) 
for HCh,  p, q~Z +. Hence H23E21E43v = (c~21(n 23) q- ~43(H 23) -q- 
fl(H23)) E2'E43v = (2 +,t/(H23)) E21E43v. Also E23E21E43v = E21E23E43v = 
EZlE43E23v = 0 since [E 23, E 21 ] ~--- 0 = [E 23, E 43 ] and E23v =- O. Thus by (i) 
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(E32E21E43v, E32EZ1E43v) tO-)--J--(2 +i(H23))(g21E43v , E21E43v). On the 
other hand (by (4.18), (4.17)), (EZ1E43v, EZ1E43v) = (E43v, E12E21E43v) = 
(E43v, (H 12 + EZlE1Z)E43v) = (E43v, H12E43v) (since [EIZ, E 43] = 0 => 
E12E43v = E43E12v = 0) = (a43(H 12) + g(H12))(E43v, E43v) (by (4.23)) = 
i (nl2)(U, E34E43u) (by (4.18), (4.17)) = i (n  12) < v, (n  34 -~-E43E34)/)) = 
fl(H12)i(H34 ) SO (ii) implies that 
--(2+g(H23))f(H12)i(H34). The other 
checked by similar computations. 
Write # = ~1,#2,P3) as in (3.12). Then 
/-/(914) = i l ,  [2(934) =/23, 
i(H13) ~---il - - i3 ,  i(H24) =//2, 
(E32E21E431), E32E21E43v) = 
statements of Lemma4.22 are 
i (H I2)  =i l l  - - i2 '  
(4.24) 
/'/(H23) = #2 -- i3" 
Given real numbers a, b, c, d define 
-- aE41v + bE31E43v -4- cE42E21v .-}- dE32E21E43v. (4.25) 
The application of Lemma 4.22 and (4.24) gives 
(q/, ~') = -a2 i l  + 2abi3 + b2(-1 - i l  -[-13) i3 -- 2ae(Pl --i2) 
-- 2bd~, - i z ) i3  + e2( -1  -P2)~1 -gz )  + 2ed~Ul - i2 )P3  
- d2~, - i2) i3( 2 + i2 - i3). (4.26) 
We consider three special cases which will arise later: If i = (-1,--2,/.t3) , 
/z 3 ~ Z +, then taking, for example, a = -1,  b = 2, e = - i~ ,  d = i3  in (4.26) 
we get (~,, ~t) = 1 - 4i3 - 2i z. This implies i3 = 0 since (v/, ~) >/0. If 
i=  (--1,i2,1), i2E7/ ,  i2~<-1 we take, for example, a=l+i2 ,  
b=- ( l+g2) ,  e=- l ,  d=l  in (4.26). Then 0~<(v / ,~ , )=2(1+i2) -  
2(1+i2)2~<0 implies i2 - - -1 .  The third special case is i=(0 , i2 , i3 ) ,  
- i2 , i3  @7/+. Taking a=i~,  b=d=0,  e=- i2  in (4.26) we get 0~< 
(g ,~, )=_p4+i~<0,  which implies P2=0.  Then (q/ ,~t)=2abi3+ 
b2( -1  +i3)P3.  Taking b= 1, a=-/ .% in this equation gives 0~<(qtq/)= 
- i ]  -P3  ~< 0 which implies i3 = 0. We have therefore proved the following 
important lemma: 
LEMMA 4.27. Suppose ~ is unitarizable. 
I f i  = (--1,-2,  #3), #3 C 7/+, then #3 = O. 
I f i  = ( -1 , i2 ,  1), i2 C Y, i2 ~< -1,  then i2 = -1. 
I f  i = (0,i2, i3 ) , - i2 , i3  E Z +, then g2 =i3 = O. 
The last assertion of Lemma 4.27 was proved first by Wallach (in greater 
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generality) in Lemma 3.4 of [11]. We now apply Lemma 4.27 and give the 
complete classification of all unitarizable highest weight representations z~, 
of SU(2, 2). First of all, if At is nonsingular then At is already determined by 
Theorem 3.26 and Table A. As remarked earlier each highest weight in 
Table A except At -- 0 occurs on the list (4.15). We claim that At also occurs 
on list (4.15)/fAt is singular, given that zcu is unitarizable. By (4.7) we have 
the following four possible cases, 
(i) At! -At3 + 2 -  0, (ii) Ate+3=0,  
(4.28) 
(iii) At2-At3+l=O, (iv) At2+2=O, 
where At1, At2, At3 ~ 7~, At1--At2' At3 ~ Z+" Indeed, arguing as in the proof of 
Lemma4.22, one has Atl-AtE=(E21v, EElv), Ata=(E43v, E43v). Also 
-At1 E Z + since (E41v, E41v)=-At(H 14) =-At1 by Lemma 4.22. Suppose (i) 
holds in (4.28). Then since At3 =At~ + 2/> 0 we have Atl =-2 ,  -1,  or 0. If 
At1 = 0 then (i) implies that At3 = 2. But this contradicts Lemma 4.27. Hence 
At1 = -2  or -1.  If Atl = -2  then by (i) At3 = 0 so At = (-2,ATE, 0), At2 ~< -2,  
occurs on list (4.15). If At1 =-1 ,  (i) implies At = (--1,ATE, 1), /-/2 ~- -1 .  By 
Lemma 4.27, AtE =--1 SO again At = ( -1 , -1 ,  1) is on list (4.15). Suppose next 
that (ii) in (4.28) holds. That is, At = (-3, At2, At3),//./2 ~ --3, ['13 ~ 0; this occurs 
on list (4.15). Suppose (iii) holds. Then we have At3 =At2 + 1 ~> 0 implies 
/ . /2=- I  or 0. If At2 =0 then by (iii) At3 = 1. But 0)At1 >/At2 implies At1 =0.  
By Lemma 4.27, At3 = 0. This contradiction forces At2 to be -1.  By (iii), 
At3=0 and by Lemma4.27, Atl¢0. That is A t l=- I  and p=( -1 , - l ,0 )  
occurs on list (4.15). Finally suppose case (iv) in (4.28) holds: AtE =--2" 
Again 0/>At~/>At2 implies Atl =--1 or --2 since the possibility At1 = 0 is ruled 
out by Lemma 4.27. If At~ =-1  then At = (-1, --2,//3 ) SO that At3 = 0 by 
Lemma 4.27 and hence At = ( - I , -2 ,0 )  occurs on list (4.15). If At! =-2 ,  
At = ( -2 , -2 ,#3)  , At3 @ Z+, also occurs of list (4.15). Therefore every non- 
trivial unitarizable representation of SU(2,2) occurs on list (4.15). We 
obtain 
THEOREM 4.29 (Main Theorem). Let G = SU(2, 2), let g = sl(4, C), be 
the complexification of the Lie algebra of G, let U(g) be the universal 
enveloping algebra of g, let h be the Cartan subalgebra of g consisting of 
diagonal elements, let A be the set of roots of (g, h), let A + be the choice of 
positive root system given in (3.5), and let A, be the set of compact roots (see 
(3.4)). Let p = (~l,AtE,Ata) E h* (see (3.12)) be an integral inear form on h: 
2Or, a)/(a, a) E Z for every a in A (or, equivalently,/11, AtE, 113 E -~). Suppose 
moreover that At is A k dominant: 2~, aft(a, a) ~ Z + for every a in A + A A k 
(or, equivalently, At1-At2,At3 E Z+). Let zc a be the C °° irreducible represen- 
tation of G whose space of K finite vectors (where K is a maximal compact 
subgroup of G; cf. (3.2)) as a U(g) module is I, ,  A +, At, the unique (up to 
607/45/1-2 
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equivalence) irreducible g module with highest weight ~t relative to A +. Then 
zc. is unitarizable (cf. Definition 2.8) /f and only if/~ assumes one of the 
following forms: 
or  
(i) /~ = (--1,--n, 0) or (--1,--1, m) with n/> 1, m > 0, 
(ii) /~ = (--2, -n,  m) with n >1 2, m ~ O, 
(iii) /~ = (--n 1 , --n2, m) with n 2 ~ n 1 ~ 3, m >/O, 
(iv) ~t = (0, O, O) in which case ir. is the trivial 
one-dimensional representation. (4.30) 
Every unitarizable ~r~, 1 occurs in the decomposition of the kfold tensor 
products Lk=®kL of the harmonic representation L (see (4.33)) of G, 
where k ~ 3. Specifically ~z u occurs in L, L ® L, or L ~ L C) L according as 
belongs to (i), (ii), or (iii), respectively, in list (4.30). The decomposition of
L k is given in Theorem 4.15. 
Note that by Proposition 2.3, Ie, A +, /~ may also be described as the 
unique irreducible quotient of the generalized Verma module 
U(g) ®v(k+p+) V., where V u is the finite-dimensional irreducible K module 
with highest weight/t relative to A + n A k, k is the complexified Lie algebra 
of K, and 
p+ = ~ g~, 
o~+~A n 
A n = non-compact roots (see 3.4), 
(4.31) 
with g, equal to the (one-dimensional) root space of g corresponding to 
a C A;p + is the space of holomorphic tangent vectors to G/K at the origin. 
For the sake of completeness we recall that the harmonic representation 
(or the Mackey-Segal-Shale-Weil representation) L of SU(2, 2), or more 
generally of U(2, 2), is given on L2(C z) as follows. On the generators 
[a 0 1 c(a)= 0 (a,)_~ , a @ GL(2, C), 
(4.32) 
[ ] l ° '1  1 b b*=bCM(2 ,  C), P= --1 0 v(B ) = 0 1 '  
of U(2, 2) one has 
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(L (e(a)) f)(x) = (det a) f(a*x) 
(L(v(b)) f )(x) = e- 4-zT (bx'x~f(x) 
(L(p)f)(x) = - -1 (  e_2~_q-Re(x,y ) f (y)  dy 
/~2 JC2 
(4.33) 
for x C C2,f~ L2(C2). Thus L(p)f is  the Fourier transform o f f  A priori L 
is only a projective representation f U(2, 2). However, one knows that its 
cocycle is cohomologically trivial. For example, see [10]. 
We close this section with a few remarks on that special class of 
unitarizable highest weight representations re,referred to as the holomorphic 
discrete series. Let/~ E h* be A+dominant integral as above and let V, be 
the corresponding finite-dimensional irreducible representation f K. Given 
V, we can form the induced homogeneous C °O vector bundle E~ ~ G/K over 
G/K associated to the principal Coo fibration K ~ G ~ G/K. One knows that 
in fact E ,  has a holomorphic structure. Indeed let P+ be the complex Lie 
subgroup of G c whose Lie algebra is p+. Then KCp + is parabolic subgroup 
of G c (cf. Section 2), the quotient GC/KCp + is a compact simply connected 
Kahler manifold, and the canonical mapping G/K--* GC/KCp + (the Harish- 
Chandra, Borel imbeding), which is well-defined since K = KCp + ~ G, is a 
holomorphic isomorphism of G/K onto an open G orbit in GC/KCp +. 
Moreover/z lifts uniquely to a holomorphic representation ¢t of KCp + such 
that g (P+)= 1, and the pull-back bundle over G/K under the Harish- 
Chandra, Borel imbedding of the induced holomorphic bundle E ,  --, Gc/Kp + 
associated to the holomorphic fibration KP+~ GC~ Gc/Kp + is just the 
bundle E, .  Hence E,  has a holomorphic structure. Let 
H~ = space of holomorphic sections of E u 
f~/K Ns(aK)l[2 dK < oe, 
such that 
(4.34) 
where d/~ is the unique (up to a constant) G invariant measure on G/K. Hu 
is a Hilbert space and the equation 
(zr~,(a)s)(x) = a. s(a-1, x) (4.35) 
a C G, s ~ H, x ~ G/K, defines a continuous unitary representation zc~ of G 
on H r. Harish-Chandra shows: 
THEOREM 4.36. H u ~ 0 if and only if (tt + fi, a) < 0 for every a in 
A + ~A, ,  where 26 = Y',,~a+a. Moreover when H, 4: O, zr~, is irreducible and 
has square-integrable matrix eoejfieients. 
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The representations zr,, where p is d~ =AkC3A + dominant integral as 
above and satisfies the Harish-Chandra condition 
(p + fi, a) < 0 for every a in A + ~ A n, (4.37) 
comprise the holomorphic discrete series of representations of G for the 
choice of positive root system A ÷ and the corresponding G-invariant 
complex structure on G/K. From (3.4), (4.1), and Proposition 4.4 we see 
that zc,, for p= (Pl,Pz,P3) A~- dominant integral, satisfies the Harish- 
Chandra condition (4.37), and hence is a holomorphic discrete series 
representation, if and only if ~t 1 ~<-4. Hence every holomorphic discrete 
series representations occurs in L ® L ® L but never in L nor L ® L. For 
k/> 4 the decomposition of L k consists only of holomorphic discrete series 
representations. Of course non-discrete series also occur in L ® L ® L. 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Recall the Harish-Chandra condition (4.37): 
(~ +cS, a) < 0 foreveryaEA+C3An;i .e. ,cq<~-4. (5.1) 
Here p E h* is integral and A2 dominant. As was pointed out earlier the 
Hilbert space H ,  in (4.34) of square-integrable holomorphic sections of the 
vector bundle E ,  over G/K is non-zero if and only if ¢t satisfies (5.1). The 
limiting case of this condition is the case 
Q.t q- ~, a14 ) = O; i.e., #1 = -3,  (5.2) 
by (4.1) and Proposition 4.4, %4 being the largest non-compact root. One 
then has 
(p+fi,  a) < 0 for aEA+OAn,  ct--/:a~4 . (5.3) 
The unitarizable representations re, in Theorem 4.29, list (4.30), such that 
/11 - - -3  (that is, such that # satisfies condition (5.2)) are limits of the 
holomophic discrete series in the sense of Knapp and Okamoto [14]. By 
(4.30)(ii), (i), where /11=--2,--1, respectively, there are fairly many 
unitarizable representations even beyond these limits. Equation (4.30) gives 
the precise extent to which one may allow Pl to vary from pl =-4  to 
~/1 =--1  and maintain the unitarizable of re,.3 That is, (4.30) gives the full 
3 Recall that by Lemma 4.27 unitarizability of n, for Pl =0 is not possible unless n, is 
trivial. 
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extent to which the holomorphic discrete series of SU(2, 2) ~,,  which 
correspond to/ l  I ~< -4 ,  may be analytical ly continued. 
The explicit construction and realization, by analytic methods, of these 
limit and beyond limit representations are given, for example, by Gross and 
Holman in [8], by Carey in [1], or by Rfihl in [18]. The case Pl =- -1  (the 
most singular case) is of particular importance in physics. Here the represen- 
tation spaces of the ~z, can be realized as solutions of the Dirac and Maxwell 
equations. These matters are nicely treated, for example, in the work of 
Jakobsen and Vergne [12]. 
The unitarizability of the lr,, for ~ which satisfy the condition 
2{/.t + 6, a l , ) / (a~4, a14) ~< 1 (i.e.,/t, ~ --2) (5.4) 
can also be deduced from a general result of Conze; of. [17, 21]. Since 
unitarizability has been established for certain /t's satisfying /~l =-1  the 
Conze condition (5.4) is a sufficient condition for unitarizability but is not a 
necessary condition. However, as Theorem 4.29 shows, and as is evidenced 
by similar known results (for example, Theorem 4.1 of Wallach in [21]), 
(5.4) is "generically" a necessary conditions for unitarizability. 
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